
Physiol-05A16 (52%) / Physiol-98A4 (33%) Briefly explain the principles of Doppler ultrasound used to measure 
cardiac output (using echocardiography).  
 
1. Doppler Effect = change in frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative to its source 

! Doppler effect is used during echocardiography to visualise direction of blood flow & estimate cardiac output (CO) 
! Principle: the Doppler frequency shift is related to the relative velocity between observer and source by the  

Doppler equation: 
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Where ΔV = Reflector (RBC) velocity, ΔF = Frequency shift, c = ultrasound velocity, F0 = Frequency of emitted 
ultrasound and θ = Angle of incidence (Doppler angle) 
o Ultrasound waves emitted from probe (P) at frequency (F0) 
o If reflected off stationary object ! ultrasound waves retain original frequency (F0) 
o If reflected off moving object ! ultrasound waves have new frequency (FR) 

a. Moving away: rarefaction ! longer λ ∴ FR < F0 
b. Moving towards: compression ! shorter λ ∴ FR > F0 

o Phase shift (ΔF) = FR – F0 
o ! Angle of incidence (θ) results in !error ! ultrasound machines assume beam parallel to blood flow (i.e. θ = 0) 

 
2. Doppler U/S for CO Measurement: 

! Piezoelectric Effect = Ability of certain materials to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy (the opposite is known 
as Reverse Piezoelectric Effect) 

! Utilised in ultrasound probes to emit ultrasound waves & generate electrical signal from received ultrasound waves 
! Ultrasound imaging uses high frequency (2 – 15MHz) with an average speed of 1,540m/s through body tissues 
! Cardiac output measurement: CO = HR x LVOTarea x LVOTVTI 

o Note: 
a. CO = HR x SV 
b. SV = LVOTarea x LVOTVTI 

o LVOTarea: 
a. Measure LVOT diameter in parasternal long axis view 
b. LVOTarea = π x (LVOTdiameter)2

 / 4 
o LVOTVTI: Velocity time integral 

a. As velocity is not constant during cardiac cycle ! VTI is used as a time-weighted average 
b. Measured in apical 5 chamber view using pulse wave doppler aligned to LV outflow 

3. Advantages: 
! Non-invasive 
! Simple (all calculations done automatically by algorithms built into ultrasound machines) 

4. Limitations: 
! Non-uniform flow within a vessel (laminar, turbulence) ! error 
! Inaccurate with irregular rhythm 
! Depends on accuracy of LVOTdiameter measurement (any error is squared) 
! Non-alignment of doppler beam will underestimate VTI (assumption θ = 0 fails) 
! Less accurate than thermodilution technique 

 
https://web.stanford.edu/group/ccm_echocardio/cgi-bin/mediawiki/index.php/Cardiac_output 
 
Examiner’s comments – 52 % of candidates passed this question. 
 
Important points: 

" Nature of ultrasound waves and working frequencies 
" Piezoelectric effect 
" Doppler effect 
" Doppler equation relating velocity and Doppler shift in frequency 
" Components of the Doppler equation, particularly the incident angle 
" Cardiac output measurement 
" Measurement of flow from cross sectional area and velocity 
" Integrated flow over time to give stroke volume 
" Heart rate 
" Advantages/disadvantages 
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The Doppler effect

The Doppler effect is used in practice to visualize directional blood flow on
ultrasound, to estimate cardiac output and in some types of flow meter.

Doppler effect

The phenomenon bywhich the frequency of transmitted sound is altered as it
is reflected from amoving object. It is represented by the following equation:

V ¼ DF:c
2F0:cos!

whereV is velocity of object,ΔF is frequency shift, c is speedof sound in blood,
F0 is frequency of emitted sound and θ is the angle between sound and object.

Principle

Sound waves are emitted from the probe (P) at a frequency F0. They are reflected off
moving red blood cells and back towards the probe at a new frequency, FR. The phase
shift can now be determined by FR − F0. The angle of incidence (θ) is shown on the
diagram. If ameasurement or estimate of the cross-sectional area of the blood vessel is
known, flow can be derived as area multiplied by velocity (m2.m.s−1 = m3.s−1). This is
the principle behind oesophageal Doppler cardiac output monitoring.

It is also possible to calculate the pressure gradients across heart valves using the
Doppler principle to measure the blood velocity and entering the result into the
Bernoulli equation.

Bernoulli equation

ΔP = 4v2

where ΔP is the pressure gradient and v is the velocity of blood.


